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The extreme scaling pattern of the ComPat project is applied to a multi-scale workflow relevant to the magnetically confined fusion problem. This workflow combines transport, turbulence and equilibrium codes (together with additional auxiliaries such as initial conditions and numerical module), which aims at calculating the behaviour of a fusion plasma on long (transport) time scales based on information from much faster (turbulence) time scales. Initial findings of profile measurements are reported in this paper and indicate that, depending on the chosen performance metric for defining 'cost', such as time to completion, efficiency and total energy consumption of the mutliscale workflow, different choices on the number of cores would be made when determining the optimal execution configuration. A variant of the workflow which increases the inherent parallelism is presented, and shown to produce equivalent results at (typically) lower cost compared with the original workflow.
This article is part of the theme issue 'Multiscale modelling, simulation and computing: from the desktop to the exascale'.
Introduction
Nuclear fusion provides the source, directly or indirectly, for almost all of the energy used on earth: directly Plot showing the multiscale nature of the dynamics in a fusion plasma. Colour coding is used to identify the dimensionality of the problem. In this paper, we focus on the turbulence and core transport problems.
via the use of sunlight which is provided by nuclear fusion occurring in the sun, not only by photovoltaics or solar-thermal systems, but also by the production of organic carbon products via photosynthesis or wind driven by thermal inputs from the sun; and indirectly via the use of fossil fuels (which were derived by photosynthesis in the past) and nuclear energy, where the fissile material arose from fusion-driven processes in stars.
Since the middle of the last century, scientists and engineers have explored ways of harnessing nuclear fusion in a controlled way to produce energy. In the intervening 70 or so years, our understanding of the problem has deepened, and there is currently an effort between seven parties (the European Union, China, India, Japan, Russia, South Korea and the USA) to build ITER 1 in southern France. However, there is still substantial ongoing research to understand the behaviour of a fusion plasma.
Indeed, the dynamics of a thermonuclear fusion plasma is very complex. The complexity arises from the instabilities driven by plasma turbulence, which in turn can destroy plasma confinement. Fully simulating the impact of turbulence on the performance of a fusion device such as ITER is challenging. Doing so solely with a turbulence code is projected to exceed even the next generation of exascale computers, so a multiscale approach will be necessary. Fusion plasmas exhibit highly disparate spatio-temporal scales: turbulence spans roughly microseconds in time and millimetres in space, and overall transport spans in the order of few seconds in time and a few metres in space, while other involved phenomena stand at a different scale, as shown in figure 1 .
When scientists want to study complex multi-scale phenomena by using numerical simulations on a computer, an interesting idea is to follow a component-based approach, where a multi-scale model is described through a set of coupled single-scale submodels. Following such idea, each submodel is easier to design compared to the full multi-scale one, and very often such single-scale submodel have already been extensively tested, verified and validated as a standalone model. This approach also has several advantages in terms of software engineering: it leads to a set of simpler algorithms and code base for each submodel; and, it allows for faster and better-optimized implementations that are easier to debug and maintain, especially when developed by several people. However, despite the benefits at the submodel level, this approach implies added complexity in binding all submodels within a coupled multiscale application and can generate runtime overheads. To alleviate the efforts required from the application developers, many generic and domain specific projects are developing coupling libraries, frameworks and execution platforms. An overview of these efforts is given in [1] .
One of these efforts, developed over almost a decade within different European projects, leads to the concept of the multiscale modelling and simulation framework (MMSF). It is currently used in different scientific communities that are dealing with multi-scale or multiphysics problems, such as thermonuclear fusion, astrophysics, material science and biomedicine. MMSF, described in detail in [2] , offers both a theoretical and a computational framework. When they are taken together as a pipeline, MMSF can guide scientists through all the steps, from first conceptual models to comprehensive simulation of the multi-scale phenomena on targeted set of computing resources. This multi-stage pipeline organization allows for more flexibility: scientists can decide to either use the entire pipeline if they are developing their application from scratch, or only a subset of different stages if existing models or legacy codes are available.
There are also fusion domain specific efforts toward multiscale modelling of fusion plasma. Nishimura et al. [3] , for example, used a nonlinear drift wave turbulence simulation to calculate the transport coefficients for tokamak edge plasmas. LoDestro et al. [4] combined a gyrokinetic particle simulation that studies instabilities of drift-wave time scale with a numerical solution that provides closure approximations to the fluid equations to study low-frequency plasma turbulence. Shestakov et al. [5] created a self-consistent model by coupling a turbulence simulation, which solves two-dimensional Hasegawa-Wakatani equations, to a one-dimensional transport model with implicit temporal discretization scheme to advance the equilibrium fields. Some of the more recent efforts on integrated modelling include building a transport solver that takes steady-state turbulent fluxes from a turbulence code [6] and a transport manager that can run turbulent transport and neoclassical codes concurrently [7] . There are other more extensive modelling frameworks as well. For example, an integrated modelling Python framework is established to take users' feedback and inputs to continually improve and broaden the multiscale physics model [8] . In particular, the European Integrated Tokamak Modelling [9] effort (EFDA-ITM) designed a generic platform for tokamak modelling and framework to aid the construction of complex workflows [10] that follow the component-based approach. This platform is currently sustained through the EUROfusion consortium, 2 which contributes extensively to the ITER Integrated Modelling and Analysis Suite (IMAS) [11] .
In this paper, we present the initial results from the use of the ComPat framework and software to study multiscale fusion plasmas under one of the multiscale computing patterns. In particular, we study the profiles of every submodel in two workflow designs measured from several computer clusters. Specifics of the ComPat project and its software are discussed in §2. The implementation of the fusion multiscale application using the ComPat framework along with preliminary results are presented in §3. Section 4 presents the computational performance of the implemented application, followed by a discussion of two methods to improve the performance. Finally, conclusion and future plans are discussed in §5.
The ComPat Project
With the performance of supercomputers on the rise, there is a growing demand for heavy HPC resources to allow for higher resolution within multiscale applications. However, as HPC systems have been designed historically for monolithic codes, additional effort is required to efficiently map multiscale applications following the MMSF approach to top tier supercomputers. The ComPat project 3 focusing on two major objectives: §2a to provide a collection of methods and software that ease the development of component-based, multiscale simulations following the MMSF or similar approach, and §2b to create generic transformation and optimization methods that improve the simulation's runtime and/or other performance metric on a targeted set of execution platforms, despite the coupling overheads. Here we present a part of the software and algorithmic solutions proposed in ComPat, which we use in our implementation of a fusion application. Additional solutions from ComPat are described in [12, 13] and out of scope in this work, as they fit in other categories of applications.
(a) Simplify build of multiscale applications, from concept to execution
The ComPat software stack is made of several components that are at the core of MMSF. First the multiscale modelling language (MML) and its representation in XML format (xMML) allow developers to describe, at a conceptual level, submodels and their interactions [14] within the targeted multiscale application. Given such representation, a small tool (jMML 4 ) generates graphical representations of the topology, task-graph and skeleton configuration file for the coupling framework.
This framework is called the Multiscale Coupling Library and Environment (MUSCLE2 5 ). It is composed of two parts: a library handling data exchanges between submodels, and a runtime environment to orchestrate the execution of each submodel on possibly distributed computing resources [15] . The library exposes a simple API in Java, C, C++, Python and Fortran, allowing developers of submodels written in any of these programming languages to query parameters, send and receive data (arrays, strings and raw bytes), log and stage in and out files. As MUSCLE2 follows a component-based approach, the implementation of a submodel (called a kernel) does not impact the other submodels present in the coupled application. One only has to ensure that the data types between directly coupled submodels are consistent with each other. When this is not the case, MUSCLE2 provides several mechanisms to transform these data in transit through light-weighted filters or combine data from several sources through the so-called mappers. Such a design for implementing submodels guarantees that a kernel can be re-used in a different application context, or exchanged with another kernel without impacting the rest of the components present in a given application. A coupled application in MUSCLE2 is defined by a single configuration file, which can be partially generated from the MML description of the application. Implemented in Ruby, this configuration file contains declaration of all kernels with their coupling, simulation data, and parameters that are either global or local to a kernel. This file is then used by the runtime environment to execute the simulation with different resource settings: one can decide to run all components within a single runtime environment, or distribute the kernels among several runtime environments (potentially on different computers) without changing a single line in the configuration file.
Even though the MUSCLE2 can distribute a simulation over remote computing resources, the deployment and set-up for such a run is tedious and can be simplified through the use of a computing resource broker. The QCG middleware 6 provides such functionality, and its overall architecture is summarized in figure 2 . For the end-user, interaction is done through a client in the grid domain, where the user is identified through a X.509 certificate. The QCG client can provide either a simple interface through batch scripts similar to most common local resource management systems (LRMS), or an advanced interface through a XML document for more complex scenario. Providing that the targeted HPC systems grant access to part of their resources through some Grid or Cloud environment, using QCG to broker remains advantageous even for simulations that do not require cross-cluster execution: the end-user can maintain a single QCG script for all LRMS and local configurations, and monitor runs on a single server, laptop or web service portal. More details can be found in [16, 17] .
(b) Estimate the performance of multiscale applications
Once a set of MUSCLE2 kernels is implemented into the multiscale application, the next step is to study the amount of computing resources required by the kernels. If the multiscale application contains a highly scalable parallel kernel, and/or a large number of kernels or instances of a given kernel, then the simulation has to run on a set of computing resources from large HPC systems. In such case, optimizing the performance becomes a necessity. Compared to a traditional monolithic code, a coupled application generates overheads (typically the time spent in MUSCLE2 in our case) that decrease the overall performance. However, it is possible to run each kernel on computing resources (general purpose, accelerators or even FPGA) adapted to its dominant algorithm. This introduces an additional level of parallelism at the coupling level, which brings many opportunities to hide the overheads and in some cases out-perform a more traditional implementation.
In that context, the underlying idea in ComPat is that performance of the entire multiscale application can be predicted by combining two pieces of information together: (1) computational costs of every single-scale submodel and (2) interactions among submodels. These interactions are described by the submodel coupling topology and other parameters, such as the number and dynamicity of their instances. In fact, the claim is that, with only three configurations and any of their combinations, one can describe all kinds of multiscale applications and predict their performances on any HPC where the submodels have been profiled. These configurations are called the multiscale computing patterns (MCPs), and they are the extreme scaling (ES), heterogeneous multiscale computing (HMC) and replica computing (RC) patterns. In particular, a multiscale application follows the ES pattern if one submodel (the primary) dominates by far in terms of application computing costs compared to the other submodels (the auxiliaries), and both the number and creation of all submodels are static. A detailed description of each MCP can be found in [12] . For the rest of the paper, we focus on the ES MCP, for it fits the description of our targeted fusion application. After such parametric prediction, for a given application that fits in a given pattern, its result can then be used to select the best scenario corresponding to a given problem depending on available computing resources.
To profile the performance of each submodel in situ (as a MUSCLE2 kernel within the context of the coupled multiscale application), the MAP tool from ARM 7 has been integrated into the ComPat software stack. MAP is a non-intrusive tool that records the time spent on each line of code from a C, C++ or Fortran program. In order to activate the MAP tool, the program needs to compile with debug flag so it can show the report along with source code. In addition to the traditional metrics such as runtime, I/O, memory usage and MPI, MAP can monitor energy consumption at the node level and highlight the time spent in the MUSCLE2 API. Full traces of metrics shown in figure 3 can provide very deep insight into the performance of a kernel, allowing developers to optimize the kernel's implementation regardless of the performance of the coupled application. To estimate the performance of the coupled application, a smaller set of metrics has to be extracted from such comprehensive profiles in order to combine them with the coupling topology description. The Optimization part [13] of the ComPat software stack is a service that allows benchmarks to run automatically on all available resource types, gathers profiling information into a performance database, allows end-user to select the metric to be optimized (cpu-hours, time to completion, energy), and chooses the proper configuration to minimize cost of the selected metric.
Example fusion application, implementation and first results
To study the dynamics of fusion plasmas, we want to build a multiscale simulation that can incorporate the effects of microturbulence into the overall plasma transport. Besides connecting the transport (TRA) submodel to the flux-tube local turbulence (TUR) submodel, we need to update plasma profiles and boundary geometry using an equilibrium (EQU) submodel. These three submodels, including their respective scales, dimensionality and interactions, are summarized in figure 4 . To bridge the micro time scales of the turbulence to the macro time scales of transport solver, the heat-fluxes from the TUR submodels are averaged. Once this multiscale method is well understood and proven to give reasonable physics results, we can move forward and include more physics (e.g. plasma heating) and new transport channels into the multiscale simulation.
The turbulence component of the target application requires large amount of HPC resources. Therefore, in order to have better control over the performance of the coupled simulation, we adapt the ComPat methodology and software stack presented in §2. Following the complete MMSF approach, we start this integration work with submodels already implemented into each of the targeted components, as these were previously developed within the EFDA-ITM project. In the span of over a decade, this project delivered several essential components towards the integrated simulation of complex phenomena occurring in tokamak devices.
(i) The design of standardized code interface through a common data ontology (made of Consistent Physical Objects or CPO [19] ) is implemented in a code-and-language-agnostic manner. (ii) A large list of codes and modules adapted to the CPO, covering a wide range of aspects such as transport solvers for interpretive and predictive scenario, heating and current drives, equilibrium, impurities, and various neoclassical and turbulence transport modules. (iii) Several applications (or workflows) designed and orchestrated by the open-source Kepler 8 tool, which allows for benchmarking and verifying interchangeable physics modules, and coupling different physics modules into a more complex simulation [10] .
We decide to re-use (i) and (ii) to benefit from the extensively tested and validated modules that are ready for coupling. For TRA submodel the selected code is ETS [20] , which can solve equations describing poloidal flux, density equation for every ion species, temperature equations for both ions and electrons, and the toroidal rotation equation for ions. The EQU submodel we use is CHEASE [21] , which is a high-resolution fixed-boundary Grad-Shafranov solver. For TUR submodel, we have chosen GEM [22] , which is a gyrofluid electromagnetic flux-tube model that determines heat and particle fluxes at each flux-tube in a field-aligned shifted-metric coordinate system. The calculations at each flux-tube are done concurrently. An additional component (IMP4DV module based on dynamical alignment [23] ), is added to the application in order to transform the turbulence code output (fluxes) into transport coefficients expected by ETS. The topology of this application is summarized in figure 5 .
Since we are more interested in high performance computing rather than the ease of design (lego blocks, graphical interface, Java), we decide to replace (iii) with MUSCLE2. Implementing MUSCLE2 components from existing codes that are previously called from a component in Kepler is made easier by strictly following the generic approach detailed in [18] , for which a modular and non-intrusive implementation is based on a hierarchy of interchangeable wrappers. The structure of a standard MUSCLE2 kernel is given in Listing 1, where Din/Dout are the input and output data, and Pin/Pout are the names of the input and output ports, respectively. This snippet of code shows that the API of MUSCLE2 has some similarities with MPI, which could reduce the learning curve and improve the uptake for developers of HPC applications. One major difference is the notion of ports, which identify input and output conduits through which the data are received and sent. Once all the kernels are implemented and each is compiled into an executable, including the INIT component that imports initial data into the system from various sources (files, databases, etc.), the coupled application sketched in figure 5 is described in a Ruby script. The connections between kernels can be specified within the script by pairing output port from one kernel to the input port of another kernel. The special dup components are provided by the MUSCLE2 standard library: they are generic duplication data mappers that scatter data when needed by several consumers.
To test this application, an ASDEX Upgrade tokamak-like scenario is simulated until a pseudo-convergence criteria is met. The time evolution of the q e and T e at eight flux-tubes are shown in figure 6 . Every time GEM is called within the workflow, it runs 5000 internal time steps. Each one of these steps is 0.002 L ⊥ /c s , in which L ⊥ is the background profile length scale and c s is the speed of sound. The vorticity scale is approximately c s /L ⊥ . Each call to GEM is equivalent to one time step of ETS ( t). Owing to high temporal disparity between the turbulence and transport calculations, a time bridging method is constructed to ensure the T e and its radial gradient ∇ ρ T e (both determined within ETS) do not evolve too abruptly and cause GEM to become unstable. Hence, an adaptive t is used to control the T e and ∇ ρ T e values. Another challenge with such application is to find the quasi-steady state of the plasma. One method is to take the time average of T e ( T e ) for each flux-tube, at every t-time iterations, and the T e from the previous time groups are compared to the current one. If the previous values are within one standard deviation (s.d.) of the current T e , then we claim that the quasi-steady state has been reached. Further details of this work can be found in [24] .
Improvement of the performance for multiscale simulations
By implementing our multiscale fusion plasma simulation within the ComPat methodology and software stack, we obtain a description of the coupled application topology and performance profiles for each of the involved submodels. These profiles from each submodel include several performance metrics measured from multiple types of HPC hardware where simulation was benchmarked. We can use that added knowledge in two different ways in order to further optimize our multiscale simulation introduced in the previous section. 
(a) Increasing the level of parallelism of coupled applications
After a simple analysis on data dependencies from the topology described by WF sync in figure 5 , we determine that all components have to be executed synchronously one after the other in a sequence. Every code within its component has different computational requirements (GEM is parallel while others are serial), and this leads to a decrease in parallel efficiency. The reason behind it is that GEM remains idle as it waits for other codes to finish their calculation step and send updated input data. This limits the speedup of the application even with an ideal implementation of TUR submodel that scales perfectly. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of the time scales associated with each submodel shows that EQU is scaleless: there is no requirement (as far as time evolution is concerned) to keep it synchronized with TRA and TUR. In addition, the geometry information from the EQU submodel is expected to barely change within one time step, since the profiles are evolving slowly. Therefore, a new topology for the application is constructed, where TUR and FDV submodels use equilibrium data from the previous iteration. This alternate topology, WF async , is illustrated in figure 7 ; it eliminates the direct data dependency between TUR and EQU, thus allowing GEM and CHEASE codes to run in parallel. To demonstrate whether the delayed equilibrium CPOs would affect the physics results, the same test case presented in §3 is executed again. The results from both workflows show that the core plasma reaches quasi-steady state at a comparable time, and the electron temperature profile obtained from the asynchronous application matches well within 1 s.d. compared to the profile from the synchronous workflow, as shown in figure 8 . More details can be found in [24] .
In order to quantify the gain in performance from the change in topology, we simulate 4000 iterations using GEM on 1024 cores of the Marconi-Fusion 9 supercomputer, which is a part of the PRACE Tier 0 system from CINECA dedicated to support fusion research within the EUROfusion consortium. WF async is measured to have a 5.7% shorter wallclock time compared with WF sync . This gain in time is correlated to the intrinsic parallel scalability of the turbulence code. However, GEM is not designed for high core-count scalability, so its parallel efficiency is expected to decrease significantly beyond 128 cores per flux-tube. In other words, since there are a total of eight flux-tubes, GEM's scalability is far from linear once the core count goes beyond 1024. To study further into the potential impact of such change in topology, we calculate the theoretical speedup limits of both configurations using Amdahl's Law [25] . Here we assume that GEM scales linearly from 1 to 16 cores per flux tube and an iteration of the turbulence code is always longer than an iteration of the equilibrium code. As shown in figure 9 , WF async can potentially lead to a large increase in speedup to the component-based multiscale application. However, the measured speed-up values clearly diverge from the theoretical values starting at 1024 cores, which can be explained by the scalability limitations of GEM code on such type of problem/grid size. For different types of problems, especially when a more sophisticated and scalable gyrokinetic turbulence code is implemented as the TUR submodel, we expect to see the measured speed-up to follow much more closely to the theoretical values at a higher core count.
(b) Automatic selection of best configurations for a given simulation
A multiscale application implemented with the ComPat software stack benefits from the automated performance profiling on all single-scale submodels, thanks to the ARM MAP tool. As presented in §2, the curated profiled data containing meta-data describes the parameters of the Figure 9 . Theoretical speed-up for the fusion multiscale application depending on the selected topology, given a TUR submodel implementation that scales linearly, and measured speed-up with the GEM gyrofluid code as TUR submodel.
submodels and its execution environment. The data also include runtime, time spent in MUSCLE2 operations, time spent in MPI operations and energy consumption on the node. This information can be used along with the coupling topology to predict the overall performance of simulation for relevant costs. From the end-user point of view, the categories of main interests are:
-Time to completion (T) of the simulation, which is currently equivalent to the wall clock time. In particular, T is minimized in order to obtain results as quickly as possible. T is especially useful when the queuing time is incorporated into its definition. However, such information is not yet available. -Efficiency ( ), which is defined in equation (4.1), with N p , N a and N as number of cores for primary, auxiliary and multiscale models, respectively; and, T p , T a as time spent on the primary model and auxiliary models, respectively. This metric should be optimized in order to produced the most out of a given computing allocation, and can be combined with a deadline for any instance associated with the computing allocation or specific deliverable.
-Total energy (E tot ), which is the sum of energy consumed by each node that the involved MUSCLE2 kernels are running on. While it is not yet clear how such metric will be used in the future, energy is becoming a very important topic in the roadmap for the next generation of exascale computers. Thus, developers will certainly benefit from learning how their applications behave in that aspect.
As a demonstration, the fusion application in both topologies WF sync and WF async are simulated as a short 4-iteration benchmark via the QCG client, which then submits runs in all possible distributions of resources on available HPC systems, monitor the performance of each MUSCLE2 kernel with MAP, and gather these performance profiles into a database for future usage and analysis. All performance data collected in the past are then extracted from this database and combined together to produce estimates on performance metrics for the entire multiscale application. For this example, we apply constraint such that we are only looking into data coming from runs executed on the so-called thin-nodes from SuperMUC phase 1 in LRZ. 10 Each one of these thin-nodes has 16 cores and 32 GB of memory. Table 1 shows how the chosen performance metrics evolve for topology WF sync , as N p for GEM (the primary model) ranges from 128 to 2048 cores, and other auxiliary codes (CHEASE, IMP4DV and ETS) share the idle resources. The same measurements are also provided in table 2 for the asynchronous application WF async . Here, as long as the runtime for a step of CHEASE is less than the runtime for a step of GEM (a fair assumption unless in a very peculiar setting), time from CHEASE is not taken into account when estimating T. Here, we add two more cores compared to the runs presented in table 1) such that there is enough resources to allow both GEM and CHEASE to run concurrently. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the normalized overall costs T, NT (which is related to ) and E tot , where the normalization for each metric is carried out by dividing all of its measured values by its minimum cost measured in WF sync . We see that, depending on which metric is being considered, a different resource configuration provides the optimal setting: in SuperMUC 128-, 512-and 2048-core runs cost the least in terms of NT, E tot and T, respectively. The measure of E tot may tie into the efficiency of the submodels, especially the parallelized submodels (e.g. GEM). We also suspect that NT plays a strong role in the measurement of E tot , especially at higher core count (e.g. above 512 cores). However, this would require further investigation in order to confirm. When similar costs are calculated for different class of nodes (generation of processors, accelerators, etc.) within the same site or different HPC systems, it provides a very detailed picture which allows the QCG middleware to easily select the optimal configuration based on the enduser's needs at the moment. The end-user can even combine and weigh the metrics in order to fine-tune the optimization process.
Going further, the predictions of such system could be refined if any theoretical performance model exists for some of the codes or submodels involved in the multiscale application. It is also worth mentioning that estimation of overall performance from submodel profiles is more straightforward in our case (ES pattern where all submodels are statically defined) compared to other patterns where the number of instances of a submodel could be dynamic (typically in the HMC pattern). Finally, as time to completion could depend heavily on the time spent by a given job waiting in the queue at a given location, an estimation of such queuing time would be very valuable in our system. As there are very few HPC centres that provide such service, a generic queue time prediction service [26] is being experimented as an addition to the ComPat stack. Information from this service would then be combined with the ideal T estimation to provide a more accurate and dynamical prediction for the time to completion.
Conclusion
The dynamics of fusion plasmas is a multiscale physics problem, for it involves a wide range of scales in time and space. While running a micro-scale turbulence code long enough to understand the large-scale overall transport is impractical, building a multiscale simulation has become the only viable approach. The ComPat project uses the existing MMSF and MUSCLE2 to construct a component-based multiscale model that falls into one of the three defined MCPs. In addition, software is developed to help users run their simulation optimally, according to their performance metrics of choice. The fusion multiscale application presented in this paper takes the ComPat approach. Its current topology is a simple configuration yet produces reasonable physics results: it couples an equilibrium model (CHEASE), a gyrofluid flux-tube turbulence model (GEM), a module that translates fluxes into transport coefficients (IMP4DV) and a transport model (ETS) together. Such a configuration falls under the ES pattern, with GEM as the primary model and the rest as auxiliary models. The primary model requires the majority of computing resource and consumes the most energy, therefore having understanding on how the primary model performance affects the overall performance of the multiscale model can help in terms of building a more optimal workflow. The MAP profiling tools can integrate into a MUSCLE2 kernel to take measurements such as runtime, time spent in MUSCLE2 operation, time spent in MPI communications and energy consumption. The performances of the two topologies presented, one running all components synchronously and the other running the GEM and CHEASE in parallel, were studied using MAP on the SuperMUC. In particular, the cost functions of core numbers multiplied by time to completion, total energy consumed and time to completion (wall clock time) are compared between the synchronous and asynchronous versions of the application. Overall, the asynchronous workflow is demonstrated to perform better than the synchronous workflow, while its theoretical gains would be even more interesting with a turbulence code that scales to a higher core count.
While these are initial results presented in this paper, this work will be continued on other machines and other node types to provide a broader picture on the performance of the different simulation configurations. These runs will then populate the performance database and help ComPat's Optimization service to calculate more accurately its cost functions and determine more optimal settings depending on the end-users constraints. In the future, the GEM model will be replaced by other more accurate (and considerably more expensive) gyrokinetic models (local and global). We will then explore the performance of these models and how that affects the workflow performance.
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